GEOGRAPHIC DATA SCREEN

The following screen is for providing geo-location information about the digital object. Assigning locations to
your records is required in order to activate the Google Maps feature on the record.

Selecting Locations
Creating checklists in VITA is a great way to stream line workflows. You can set up a Geography checklist to
quickly map out locations connected to items in your collection (see the Agency and User Accounts Manual on
the VITA Toolkit Help site for more details on how to set up Geo locations for your agency).

The Geography tab for your agency-assigned quick list will appear on the left side of the panel. Simply check off
the location you wish to add to the map and it will appear in the location list on the top right side of the panel,
as well as on the Google map located bottom right:

If the location you wish to add is not in your checklist, or you have not set a checklist up, you can enter locations
by using the look-up field which floats on the right and will move as you start adding locations.
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To add locations using the look-up field, you must first set up the geographic constraints. Begin by Selecting
the country from the drop-down list:

Selecting Canada and/or the United States will trigger another field where you can choose the Province or State
from a drop-down list:
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Once you have set the constraints for Country – and Province or State if applicable – you can then enter data
into the Add place field, where a list of locations matching your entry will appear:

*Note: Make sure the location(s) you assign are the right one for your object, i.e. distinguish between area,
populated place, hospital, etc.
All mapped locations will be listed above the look up field box and indicated on the Google map on the left side
of the panel:

*Don’t forget to click on Update to commit any selections and/or changes!
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You can add as many locations, anywhere in the world, as is necessary. Simply change the Geographic
constraints as required. For example, a location in the United Kingdom as well as the United States can be
added:

Notice that the map adjusts the zoom level to accommodate each new location entered. In this instance, the
map zoomed out to a global view as locations in the United Kingdom and the United States were added.
To clear the constraints or the drop-down menu (when there are too many options, for example), click the Red
X
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Use the +/- button on the bottom right of the map to zoom into – or out of – specific locations on the map. You
can also toggle between map and satellite views.

Use the enlarge button on the top right to get an enlarged – full screen – view of the map.
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To delete a location associated with a record simply click on the checked box to clear it, click the update
button to commit the change, and the location will be removed from the list as well as the Google map:

Once you have unchecked all locations to be removed from the record, click the update buttom to commit the
changes.
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Once you have finished adding all the geolocations to the record, this is how it should display:
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But wait there’s more...
Locations added are automatically ordered alphabetically.

To present them to match a timeline sequence, you’ll need to reorder them.
Ordering Locations
Simply click and drag the locations to the order you want using the elevator buttons.

Click Update again to commit your changes.
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Edit Locations & Add Labels
To give some context to the locations, we can Edit the Location
Click the “Edit” button to pop up a window about the location in question...

We can drag the location marker to a more precise location, i.e., the Square depicted in our postcard – and label
it as such.
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Click Update again to commit your changes. The new label will appear under the location in the Selected
Places list.

It will display like this in public view

Add point from an unnamed location
If you know the latitude and longitude or GPS coordinates for a location, but not the place name rest assured:
we will build in the option to add a location using those coordinates soon. Meanwhile, you can use your
coordinates in online search engines help identify the location to add to VITA. Once you have a place name, use
the drag feature in Edit location to pin point your exact coordinates.
Have an historic or alternate place to add to the gazetteer? Get an account with http://www.geonames.org/ and
use their handy user guides to add and edit as well as accessing sophisticated search options.

2.4.1 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS
Definition
Options
Status
Publicly Displayed
Repeatable
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The geographic location(s) represented in/by the original resource.
A quick list of geographic options can be chosen during agency set-up.
Optional, but mandatory if using the Google Map feature
Yes
Yes

Additional Notes

•
•
•

Quick list is a chosen subset from the GeoNames geographical
database (but all terms are available).
By inputting the first three letters, a standardized list of all
matches will appear.
Note that end users can both search by geographic coverage
and also refine search results by geographic coverage.

2.4.1 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS
Definition

Options
Status
Publicly Displayed
Repeatable
Additional Notes

After you select a geographic coverage option, manipulate the Google
Map by clicking on and dragging the marker to a specific location, at
which point Latitude and Longitude values are automatically
selected.
Use the Zoom Level input box to fix the perspective of the map for
display.
NA
Optional, but mandatory if using Google Map feature
Yes
No
•

•
•
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Can manipulate and zoom in on Google Map - values in latitude
and longitude will automatically change. Drag the blue box
around, and double click to centre it.
Once latitude and longitude values are selected, then a Google
Map will display in the public interface.
Note that end users can both search by geographic coverage
and also refine search results by geographic coverage.

